Novel chromosome 16 abnormality--der(16)del(16) (q13)t(16;21)(p11.2;q22)--associated with acute myeloid leukemia.
Inversion of chromosome 16 is a common feature of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) M4, while t(16;21), although also associated with AML, appears to be a separate entity. We present a patient with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) who transformed to AML-M1. The karyotype was normal at diagnosis; at 15 months, hematological evidence of transformation was present, and repeat cytogenetics showed a novel rearrangement of one chromosome 16. Two breaks had occurred; one in the short arm at 16p11, with translocation of the segment distal to this onto chromosome 21q, and the other in the long arm at 16q22 with subsequent deletion of the segment from 16q22-->qter. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) confirmed the abnormalities detected by cytogenetics and excluded involvement of the AML1 gene on 21q22. While the 16q22 breakpoint was at the usual site for the inv(16), the 16p11 was not. The patient is more characteristic of t(16;21) than inv(16), and adds to the spectrum of chromosome 16 abnormalities in AML.